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Chapter 941

Two BMW cars, one after the other, returned to Tomson’s big villa.

Jacob was scolded all the way by Elaine, and his dissatisfaction grew stronger.

When he first received a call from Elaine, he was singing a love song with his first love,
so he was guilty of conscience. He became angry when he heard her and went to the
hospital in a hurry.

But after calming down, he felt more and more that Elaine was really hopeless.

Therefore, Jacob’s idea of   divorcing her became stronger.

After getting out of the car, Jacob abducted the one bought from the hospital to Elaine
directly from the back row.

Elaine was still waiting for him to help him in, even carrying her in, but she didn’t expect
him to pass a crutch directly.

Elaine squeezed on the crutches and cursed in place: “Jacob, you b@stard, my leg is
broken, you throw me a crutches?”

Jacob said: “Anyway, you have to get used to crutches sooner or later, otherwise, what
do you do if you go to the bathroom?”

“What’s the matter?” Elaine asked angrily: “What do you mean, I won’t be able to count
on you in the future?”

Jacob said with a black face, “Don’t forget, we two have separated!”



Elaine immediately wanted to yell at him. At this moment, Charlie happened to park in
front.

When Claire got out of the car, Elaine immediately complained to her. With the mentality
of turning big things into small things, Claire hurriedly supported her and comforted her:
“Oh, mom, don’t be angry with dad. Your body will be bad, and your body will be bad if
you get angry.”

Elaine still wanted to curse, but suddenly felt dizzy in her brain, and immediately
realized that she had been hungry for too long and was about to pass out of
hypoglycemia.

So she said weakly: “Oh, I’m going to die, I’m starving to death, where is Charlie? Hurry
up and cook for me! I want to eat braised pork and beef stew”

Charlie said blankly, “I haven’t had time to buy groceries today. I only have some
noodles at home. Should I make a bowl of noodles for you?”

Elaine blurted out: “I’ve been hungry for two days and two nights! What’s the use of a
bowl of noodles?”

Charlie said lightly: “Then I will go shopping now.”

As soon as Elaine heard this, she said in a hurry: “I will be fainted with hunger when you
buy it!”

Charlie asked, “Why don’t I order you a takeaway?”

Elaine blurted out: “It takes half an hour or even forty minutes to take out. Cook the
noodles and knock two more eggs!”

Charlie said casually: “There are no eggs, I haven’t bought them yet.”

Elaine said: “Will you give me a taste? Give me some green vegetables. I haven’t eaten
any vegetables in the past two days, and my mouth on the fire is rotten.”

Charlie shrugged and said: “There is nothing but dried noodles at home. If you want to
eat, I will give you a bowl of clear noodle soup.”



Elaine stomped angrily, pointed at Charlie and asked Claire: “Claire, is this waste
deliberately against me? Why is there nothing at home?”

Claire looked embarrassed.

Charlie said at this time: “We have been looking for you for the past two days. He didn’t
cook at all at home, so he didn’t go shopping.”

Elaine was angry and uncomfortable, but now she didn’t have the strength to get angry
with him, so she said to Charlie: “Then you quickly get me a bowl of noodles!”

Chapter 942

Charlie responded and walked to the kitchen.

In fact, there was a box of eggs in the refrigerator, but he didn’t want to feed them to
Elaine, so he smashed all the eggs out and poured them into the sewer. Although
pouring them into the sewer is a waste, if it gets into Elaine’s stomach , more wasteful.

Then he used a pot to boil some hot water, grabbed a handful of noodles, and threw it
in.

Just when he was perfunctory, the phone suddenly received a WeChat message.

He opened WeChat and found that there was someone in the chat group of “Aurous Hill
Welfare Institute”.

The 20th and 30th people in this group were all taken in by Aunt Lena and raised up
orphans, but now everyone has been in the society for many years, and many people
are scattered all over the country. The connection is not too close.

Charlie clicked to open the group.

The message was sent by a girl named Xiaofen Li in the orphanage. The content read:
“Secretly tell everyone a good news, Aunt Lena has recovered from illness and has
returned to Aurous Hill!”



Xiaofen is a little girl Charlie met in the orphanage.

This little girl was abandoned by her parents not long after she was born, she was
raised by Aunt Lena, two or three years younger than Charlie, and she was a little sister
in Charlie’s eyes.

Aunt Lena didn’t know what her surname was, so she asked her to name her Xiaofen.

After Xiaofen became an adult, she worked with Aunt Lena in the orphanage, and was
the only one who remained in the orphanage among the many friends that year.

Seeing her saying that Aunt Lena has recovered from illness, Charlie hurriedly asked in
the group: “Why didn’t Aunt Lena tell us when she came back, so we might as well pick
her up.”

Xiaofen said: “Brother Charlie, Aunt Lena said that she didn’t want to cause you trouble,
so no one told me. I also found out after she came back suddenly this afternoon.”

Charlie asked again: “How is Aunt Lena’s health? Does she look okay? She just
recovered and was discharged from the hospital, won’t she go back to work in the
orphanage?”

“Yeah!” Xiaofen said: “What kind of person Aunt Lena is, Brother Charlie, you must
know better. How can she be free? She hasn’t come to the orphanage for so long. She
cares about the children in her heart.”

After speaking, Xiaofen said again: “But I see Aunt Lena’s body, and it feels pretty good.
It doesn’t look like someone who has been seriously ill at all. It should have been
restored to its original condition!”

Charlie breathed a sigh of relief. After all, Stephen sent Aunt Lena to the best hospital in
Eastcliff, and he also paid Aunt Lena two million in medical expenses, which included
very high-end postoperative recovery. .

At this time, other people in the group also sent out messages.

“Ah, Aunt Lena is discharged from the hospital? That’s great!”



“Haha, I knew that Aunt Lena is a good person, and she will definitely recover one day!”

At this moment, a person named Jiang Ming suddenly everyone in the group said:
“Everyone, since Aunt Lena has recovered and discharged, then I suggest that our
friends in Aurous Hill, now go to the welfare home to visit Aunt Lena, by the way Find a
restaurant and pick her up, what do you think?”

“Yes, right, right, Jiang Ming, your idea is good! I’m getting off work soon, and I can go
there anytime!”

“Yes, it is a happy event for Aunt Lena to recover from illness, we must visit her!”

In response, Xiaofen sent a happy expression, saying: “That’s what I mean by sending
a message to everyone. Since we haven’t seen Aunt Lena for a long time, and
everyone hasn’t seen each other for a long time, it’s better to take this opportunity. We
all join together and invite her to have a meal, so I believe Aunt will also be very happy!”

“Oh, you guys in Aurous Hill, can’t you wait for another day or two? Wait for us outsiders
to rush back, or I will buy a plane ticket now and come tomorrow!”

That Jiang Ming said: “Receiving things like wind and dust, of course, is the most
ceremonial feeling on the day of return!”

Chapter 943

“Yes!” a friend named Zhao Hao in the group said: “Aunt Lena got such a serious
disease and finally healed it back. If we children raised by her, don’t come to see her for
the first time. Maybe she will feel lost too.”

Jiang Ming said: “Well, let’s find a five-star hotel, and we must take care of Aunt Lena.”

Xiaofen said: “Jiang Ming, let’s not be so extravagant. Aunt Lena is thrifty all her life. If
she goes to such a good place to eat, she will definitely feel distressed. Why don’t we
just serve home-cooked food at the entrance of the orphanage for many years? !”

When Charlie thought of the home-style restaurant that had been in operation for more
than ten years, he couldn’t help feeling sighed.



On his 18th birthday that year, Aunt Lena took the frugal money and took him and a few
friends to eat a meal in that restaurant.

She also bought a cake for him, and after celebrating his birthday, he no longer met the
adoption regulations of the orphanage, so he entered the society alone.

Now think about it, the meal he ate there was the most tender meal he had ever eaten
in his life.

So he immediately said: “I really didn’t expect that restaurant is still open! The place
Xiaofen chose is great! Then let’s make an appointment there!”

Jiang Ming replied: “I said Charlie, everyone has been working for so many years, and
they have some savings. Facing Aunt Lena, don’t you need to be so stingy?”

Charlie said: “I am not stingy, but respect Aunt Lena’s habit. We ask Aunt Lena to go to
a five-star hotel. Aunt Lena may not be really happy. On the contrary, she may feel too
extravagant and wasteful and will feel distressed for a long time.”

Jiang Ming said: “Cut, don’t I know you yet? Don’t you just want to save twos?”

After speaking, Jiang Ming sent another voice: “Charlie, I know that you are not doing
well. It is normal for you to be a son-in-law. It is normal to have no money in your
pocket. But after all, Aunt Lena brought you up, with so much kindness. , Even if you
have some blood, what can you do if you join in and invite her to have a good meal?”

Charlie couldn’t help frowning.

This Jiang Ming didn’t deal with him when he was in the orphanage. At that time, Jiang
Ming relied on that he was stronger than his peers and formed gangs in the orphanage,
and he often got together to bully other children.

Charlie was also targeted by the opponent, but because he had practiced some martial
arts when he was at Wade’s house in Eastcliff, most people were not his opponents at
all, so when Jiang Ming brought someone to trouble him, a group of people were
directly beaten by him. Them crying father yelling mother, looking for teeth everywhere.



From then on, Jiang Ming, with a very small mind, held a grudge against Charlie, sang
everything against him, and targeted him everywhere.

Moreover, this guy has always been wrong, and always caused trouble for the
orphanage when he was young.

He was caught stealing things several times, and in the end it was Aunt Lena who came
forward to lose money and apologize to save him.

Having not seen him for so many years, Charlie estimates that this person is not much
better now.

But Charlie didn’t bother to be familiar with him, and said lightly: “Whatever you say, I
still think it’s best to go to the restaurant Xiaofen said.”

Xiaofen also hurriedly said: “I think what Charlie said makes sense. Aunt Lena saved
money all her life and asked her to go to a five-star hotel for dinner. She must be
uncomfortable.”

The childhood friend Zhao Hao also echoed: “I also support it!”

Others also agreed, so Xiaofen said, “Well, there are ten people we can come over
tonight, and nine of them all support going to the old restaurant. Then we will be the
minority and obey the majority! I will go to that restaurant now. Book a box! Come here
too!”

“Good, good!” Everyone agreed and happily agreed.
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Charlie couldn’t help feeling a little excited when he thought of meeting Aunt Lena
immediately.

Since the Old Mrs. Willson passed her birthday and was scolded for borrowing money
at the birthday banquet, he has never seen Aunt Lena again because Aunt Lena was
directly sent to Eastcliff by Stephen.

Charlie has a deep relationship with Aunt Lena, almost treating her as his own mother.



When Aunt Lena first became ill, Charlie desperately tried to get money everywhere,
even secretly looking for options to sell blood, and also took a lot of private money from
Claire in order to make Aunt Lena survive.

If he hadn’t done everything to help Aunt Lena raise money, Aunt Lena would have
never waited for Stephen’s appearance at the beginning, and she might have passed
away.

But Charlie felt that these were what he should do, and even so, he only paid back one
ten thousandth of Aunt Lena’s kindness to him.

Dad had taught him countless times before his death that if a man is alive, he must
know his gratitude. The ancients said that the grace of dripping water should be
reported by the spring, and Charlie has always asked himself so.

So, he didn’t care, the noodles for Elaine were still boiling in the pot, so he took off his
apron directly, stepped out of the kitchen, and said to Claire, who was accompanying
Elaine, “Wife, I’m in a bit of a hurry. hospital!”

Elaine immediately asked: “Have you cooked my noodles for me? I haven’t eaten a bite
of rice so far, so you want to go out?”

Charlie glanced at her in disgust, and said impatiently: “The noodles are boiling in the
pot, you can eat them out in a while! Aunt Lena has recovered from illness and I am
going to pick her up.”

When Elaine heard this, she immediately scolded: “Wade, what is your b@stard
attitude? For a Lady in a welfare institution, you dare to talk to me like this?! Do you still
have the consciousness of being a son-in-law? Don’t concern if I have something to eat,
drink, wear, or live?”

As she said, Elaine sneered again: “What does it have to do with you even if that lady is
dead?”

Charlie has endured Elaine for a long time. He thought that this mother-in-law would go
in for two days and suffer a little bit of sin, and she could change a little bit, but she
didn’t expect her to change at all.



Even more unexpectedly, she dared to speak out to insult his benefactor Aunt Lena!

So he looked at Elaine and said angrily: “I eat my own, drink my own, wear my own, live
in my own! Don’t forget, this house was given to me by someone else, and the furniture
in it I bought it with the money I made from Feng Shui, so I have this attitude. If you are
not satisfied, you can move out and live in the old house!”

When Elaine heard this, she was suddenly speechless!

She wanted to scold Charlie, but when she thought about it, she found that what he said
was not wrong.

Now it’s not before. He used to live in her small house. He couldn’t make money without
telling others, so she could scold him whatever she wanted.

Now he has a good life. Someone gave him such an expensive villa and gave it to him
after it was renovated, and he could earn millions by showing a feng shui.

On the other hand, she is already penniless. If Charlie really turns his face with her and
prevents her from living here, what can she do?

Thinking of this, Elaine felt guilty, looking at Charlie’s angry expression, she was also a
little nervous and afraid.

However, she still tried to save the situation, so she immediately looked at Claire
aggrievedly, and choked up: “Claire, your husband is too much. Is there any son-in-law
in the world who talks to his mother-in-law like this? You don’t care. He, he won’t shake
the sky if this continues?”

Unexpectedly, Claire said very seriously: “Mom, I think Charlie is right. Now we live in a
villa given to him by others. If it weren’t for him, we wouldn’t have had the chance to live
in such a good place, so You can’t treat him like you did before, it’s not fair!”

Chapter 945

When Elaine heard these words, she felt sad!



In the past two days, everyone in the family seems to have changed their attitudes
towards her.

Her husband ignored her, and even took the initiative to start a fire with her. The
son-in-law is no longer the son-in-law at the mercy of others. He even became angry
with her and asked her to move back to the old house.

Even the only good girl who relied on her was no longer facing herself.

She never dreamed that her daughter would speak to Charlie at this time.

She is a great dramatist, seeing that she seems to be losing power in this home, she
blushed in the blink of an eye and started acting.

She choked pitifully: “Now it’s unnecessary for me to be in this house. Your dad doesn’t
care about me. Your husband threatens to kick me out, even if you are not with me…”

With that, Elaine twitched her mouth and tears flowed down.

Claire sighed helplessly, and said, “Mom, it was indeed you who was wrong just now. I
can’t look at you all the time.”

Although she felt sorry for her mother for having suffered so much, this was not the
reason for her mother to shout to Charlie, nor the reason for insulting Aunt Lena.

Moreover, Claire knew very well in her heart that her husband had been very pitiful
since he was a child, and he did not have many real relatives in this world.

Except for himself, it may be Aunt Lena.

This is why Charlie desperately tried to get money to treat Aunt Lena some time ago.

She knew that in Charlie’s heart, he treated Aunt Lena as a mother.

She has always admired Charlie’s behavioral style of acknowledgment, otherwise she
would not give him all her private money and let him take it to Aunt Lena.



Therefore, she also felt that her mother was a bit too much, and naturally she could no
longer speak to her at this time.

At this time, Elaine was already crying with tears, and sighed: “My life is really pitiful,
does this family still have a place for me?”

Charlie no longer wanted to watch her acting at this time, and even no longer wanted to
be patient with her any more, so he skipped her and said to Claire: “My wife, I’ll go to
the orphanage first. Eat at home.”

Claire hurriedly stood up and said, “I’ll go with you. I haven’t seen Aunt Lena for a long
time. The last time I went to see Aunt Lena in the hospital was a few months ago. I still
miss her.”

To say that Claire really fulfilled the duties and responsibilities of a good wife. Not only
did she support Charlie treating Aunt Lena, she also often went to the hospital with him
to visit and take care of Aunt Lena, just like Charlie she was very respectful to Aunt
Lena.

Aunt Lena also liked her very much, almost treating her as her daughter-in-law.

Seeing that Claire was going to see Aunt Lena with herself, Charlie nodded with
satisfaction and said, “Then let’s go together. When Aunt Lena called me last time, she
asked about you, she I should miss you a lot.”

Claire stood up and said, “Then let’s go now.”

As soon as Elaine heard that Claire was going to go with Charlie, she said pitifully:
“Good daughter, are you angry with your mother? Do you even want to ignore your
mother?”

Claire looked at Elaine and said seriously: “Mom, I really hope you can reflect on this
experience and change your personality. Otherwise, you will definitely suffer in the
future.”

When Elaine heard her say this, she immediately sat on the ground and said, “What’s
the point of saying I’m alive? My only relative, my dear girl, is no longer facing me. The
police shouldn’t let me go. Come out and let me die in the detention center…”



If it were to be kept in the past, Claire would have softened and compromised when she
saw her mother being so aggressive, but this time she understood that if her mother
always had this character, then she would suffer a loss sooner. She can’t condone her
temperament anymore.


